Geographical Puzzle

PRESENTED BY

CROSSWORD
DIRECTIONS

Complete the crossword by filling in the correct spelling word that fits each clue.
A C T I V I T I E S

Note: All of the words used in this puzzle are pertaining to geography or
derived from a geographical name.
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Across:
Across:
1. a river in northern India that empties
1. a river
into in northern
that
empties
4. aIndia
resort
area
in the into
north of Austria,
4. a resort area in the north of Austria,
the Bay of Bengal.
the Bay of Bengal.situated east of Salzburg and harboring
situated east of Salzburg and harboring
2. a small green onion, usually eaten
2. raw.
a small green onion,
usually eaten
raw.of salt.
well-known
deposits
well-known deposits of salt.
3. a city in British Columbia, Canada.
3. a city in British
6.Columbia,
Sweden,Canada.
Norway, and Denmark.
6. Sweden, Norway, and Denmark.

8. Estonia,
a German
city inand
the western part
8. ofa the
German city in the western part of the
having to do with Estonia, Latvia,
5. and
having to do with
Latvia,
country, close to the borders with the
country, close to the borders with the
Lithuania.
Lithuania.
Netherlands
and
Netherlands and Belgium.
7. the capital of Algeria, a port city
7.on the
the capital
Bay
of Algeria,
a port city
onBelgium.
the Bay
a of
country
in southern North America.
10. a country in southern North America.
of ________ (an inlet of the Mediterranean
of ________ (an10.
inlet
the Mediterranean
12. a North American country that 12.
stretched
a North American country that stretched
Sea).
Sea).
from the northern border of the United
from the northern border of the United
9. a deluge.
9. a deluge.
11. a state in the northwestern United
11. States
a state in the northwestern
States to the
United
Artic,
States
from the AtlanticStates
to theto the Artic, from the Atlantic to the
that extends to the Paciﬁc.
that extends to thePaciﬁc.
Paciﬁc.
Paciﬁc.
5.

ver in northern India that empties into
Bay of Bengal.
mall green onion, usually eaten raw.
ty in British Columbia, Canada.

Across:
4. a resort area in the north of Austria,
situated east of Salzburg and harboring
well-known
deposits
oftosalt.
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this activity
6. Sweden, Norway, and Denmark.

